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Recommendation plays an increasingly important role in our daily lives. Recommender systems automat-
ically suggest to a user items that might be of interest to her. Recent studies demonstrate that informa-
tion from social networks can be exploited to improve accuracy of recommendations. In this paper, we
present a survey of collaborative filtering (CF) based social recommender systems. We provide a brief
overview over the task of recommender systems and traditional approaches that do not use social net-
work information. We then present how social network information can be adopted by recommender
systems as additional input for improved accuracy. We classify CF-based social recommender systems
into two categories: matrix factorization based social recommendation approaches and neighborhood
based social recommendation approaches. For each category, we survey and compare several represen-
tative algorithms.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Communication networks facilitate easy access of information.
Meanwhile, the richness of online information also brings forth
the ‘‘information overload’’ problem. For example, if one wants to
buy a digital camera, it would be a frustrating experience for her
to read through and compare all online reviews about digital cam-
eras before making the purchase decision. Recommender systems
deal with information overload by automatically suggesting to
users items that may fit their interests. Accurate recommendations
enable users to quickly locate desirable items without being over-
whelmed by irrelevant information. It is also of great interest for
vendors to recommend those products that match the interests
of each of the visitors of their websites, and hopefully turn them
into satisfied and returning customers. No wonder, in the Netflix
contest [19], an improvement of 10% recommendation accuracy
was awarded with 1 million US dollars.

Recommender system (RS) roots back to several related research
disciplines, such as cognitive science, approximation theory and
information retrieval, etc. Due to the increasing importance of rec-
ommendation, it has become an independent research field since
the mid 1990s [1]. Broadly speaking, a RS suggests to a user those
items that might be of her interest. Generally, there are two vari-
ants of recommendation approaches: content-based and collabora-
tive-filtering (CF) based approaches [1,2]. CF approaches can be
further grouped into model-based CF and neighborhood-based CF
[2,3]. Model-based approaches use user-item ratings to learn a pre-
dictive model. The general idea is to model the user-item interac-
tions with factors representing latent features of users and items in
the system, such as the preference class of users and the category
class of items. In contrast, neighborhood-based CF approaches use
user-item ratings stored in the system to directly predict ratings
for new items.

Online social networks (OSN) present new opportunities as to
further improve the accuracy of RSs. In real life, people often resort
to friends in their social networks for advice before purchasing a
product or consuming a service. Findings in the fields of sociology
and psychology indicate that humans tend to associate and bond
with similar others, also known as homophily [25]. Due to stable
and long-lasting social bindings, people are more willing to share
their personal opinions with their friends, and typically trust rec-
ommendations from their friends more than those from strangers
and vendors. Popular online social networks, such as Facebook
[21], Twitter [20], and Youtube [17], provide novel ways for people
to communicate and build virtual communities. Online social net-
works not only make it easier for users to share their opinions with
each other, but also serve as a platform for developing new RS algo-
rithms to automate the otherwise manual and anecdotal social rec-
ommendations in real-life social networks.

A social RS improves on the accuracy of the traditional RS by
taking social interests and social trusts between users in an OSN
as additional inputs. For example, due to social interest, a user
may read a particular news article about an event just because
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the event occurred in a place where her family lives; due to social
trust, a user may like a song recommended by her close friends on
Facebook. Social trust between a pair of friends ðu;vÞ may be
established based on explicit feedback of user u concerning user
v (e.g., by voting), or it may be inferred from implicit feedback
(e.g., the frequency and quantity of interaction/communication/
email exchanges between u and v). Different social RS algorithms
explore social networks and the embedded social information
differently.

In this survey, we focus on CF-based social RSs, since most
existing social recommender systems are CF-based. Following the
classification of traditional CF-based RSs [2,3], we classify CF-based
social RSs into two main categories: Matrix Factorization (MF) based
social recommendation approaches and Neighborhood based social
recommendation approaches. In MF-based social recommendation
approaches, user-user social trust information is integrated with
user-item feedback history (e.g., ratings, clicks, purchases) as to
improve the accuracy of traditional MF-based RSs, which only
factorize user-item feedback data. Neighborhood based social recom-
mendation approaches include Social Network Traversal (SNT) based
approaches and Nearest Neighbor (NN) approaches. A SNT-based
algorithm synthesizes a recommendation for a user after
traversing and querying her direct and indirect friends in her
neighborhood in the social network. A NN approach combines
the traditional CF neighborhood with social neighborhood, and
predicts ratings of items or recommends a list of items.

The rest of this survey is organized as follows. We formally
present the task of RS in Section 2. The traditional CF-based RS is
briefly presented in Section 3. We then introduce online social net-
work as an additional RS input in Section 4. MF-based social rec-
ommendation approaches are surveyed in Section 5.
Neighborhood based social recommendation approaches are sur-
veyed in Section 6. We make a comparison of CF-based social rec-
ommendation approaches in Section 7. The survey is summarized
in Section 8.
2. Task of recommender systems

Recommender systems typically provide a user with a list of
recommended items she may be interested in, or predict how
much she might prefer each item. These systems help users to de-
cide on appropriate items, and ease the task of finding preferred
items in a collection.

The main body of literature has been concerned with the accu-
racy of predicting rating values. To this end, test data is repre-
sented as a user-item rating-matrix R 2 Ru0�i0 , where u0 denotes
the number of users, and i0 the number of items. Ru;i is user u0s rat-
ing value of item i. Typically, there are lots of missing values in the
user-item rating-matrix R. The sparsity of R often is larger than
99% in commercial systems [42]. Table 1 illustrates a toy rating-
matrix concerning six users (denoted as u1 to u6) and seven items
(denoted as i1 to i7). Each user rates some items as to express her
interests in each of the items. The ratings are often on a numerical
Table 1
User-Item Rating-Matrix.

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7

u1 5 1 5 2
u2 4 1 5 4 1
u3 5 1 5 5 1
u4 5 3
u5 2 5
u6 2 5
five-star scale, where one and two stars represent negative ratings,
three stars represent ambivalence, while four and five stars repre-
sent positive ratings. A RS algorithm predicts the missing ratings in
the matrix, and recommends an item to a user if her predicted rat-
ing for the item is, say, four or five stars.

Typically, the rating data-set is split into a training set and a
test set, where the training set is used for model fitting and
parameter tuning, and the test set serves for evaluating the RS.
Let the matrix of the predicted ratings be denoted as bR 2 Ru0�i0 .
As to assess the accuracy of an RS, the most popular evaluation
metrics are Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute
Error (MAE):

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
ðu;iÞ2Rtest

ðRu;i � bRu;iÞ
2

jRtestj

vuuut
; ð1Þ

MAE ¼
P
ðu;iÞ2Rtest

jRu;i � bRu;ij
jRtestj

; ð2Þ

where Rtest is the set of all user-item pairs ðu; iÞ in the test set. The
lower the RMSE/MAE is, the closer the predicted ratings are to the
actual ratings on average.

Instead of presenting predicted item-ratings to users, commer-
cial RS algorithms normally provide a user with a list of k recom-
mended items she might prefer, also known as Top-k
Recommendation. Instead of RMSE and MAE, the direct accuracy
measures of top-k RSs are top-k hit ratio (or recall), precision and
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [43], among others.
As to compute the top-k hit-ratio or recall, for each user u, we rank
the items according to the predicted rating bRu;i or a voting value.
Here we use predicted rating as an example. If the predicted rating
is continuous, the ranking list is unique. Otherwise, ties may be
broken at random. An item is defined as relevant to a user in the
test set if she finds it appealing or interesting (e.g., the assigned
rating in the test data is above a certain threshold). For instance,
the rating values range from 1 to 5 stars in the Netflix [19] data,
and the author in [9] considered 5-star ratings as relevant (i.e.
the user definitely liked these items), while other rating values
and missing rating values are considered irrelevant. Other choices
led to similar results. Now the top-k hit ratio or recall can be de-
fined as the fraction of relevant items in the test set that is in the
top-k of the ranking list, denoted by Nðk;uÞ, from among all rele-
vant items in the test set for user u, denoted by NðuÞ. For each user
u, the top-k hit ratio is given by

Hðk;uÞ ¼ Nðk;uÞ
NðuÞ : ð3Þ

It can be aggregated over all users as to obtain the average top-k
hit ratio or recall for the test set, for instance

recallðkÞ ¼
P

uNðk;uÞP
uNðuÞ ; ð4Þ

which is a weighted average across users, with each user’s weight
proportional to the user’s number of relevant items NðuÞ. A higher
top-k hit ratio or recall suggests more accurate top-k recommenda-
tions. Top-k hit ratio and recall are non-decreasing functions of k.
Precision is another popular evaluation metric for top-k recommen-
dations. For each user, precision is given by

precisionðk;uÞ ¼ Nðk;uÞ
k

; ð5Þ

which can be interpreted as the fraction of relevant items among
the k items recommended to user u. For a given user and fixed k,
precision is proportional to recall. We aggregate precision over all
users to obtain the average precision for the test set as follows:
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precision ¼ 1
u0

X
u

Nðk;uÞ
k

¼
P

uNðk;uÞ
u0k

; ð6Þ

where u0 is the number of users. NDCG is another accuracy measure
from information retrieval, where the gain of a recommended item
is discounted logarithmically with respect to its position/ranking in
the whole recommendation list [43]. Specifically, assuming that
each user u has a gain of gu;i when item i is recommended, the Dis-
counted Cumulative Gain (DCG) of a list of k items for user u is de-
fined as:

DCG@kðuÞ ¼
Xk

j¼1

gu;iðjÞ

maxð1; logbjÞ ; ð7Þ

where iðjÞ denotes the j-th item in the ordered list of recommenda-
tions, and the logarithmic base b is a free parameter, typically be-
tween 2 and 10. A logarithm with base 2 is commonly used to
ensure all positions are discounted.

NDCG of user u is the normalized version of DCG, given by:

NDCG@kðuÞ ¼ DCG@kðuÞ
DCG�@kðuÞ ; ð8Þ

where DCG�@kðuÞ is the ideal DCG@k (u), i.e., items are sorted in
decreasing order with respect to real Ru;i, and the list is truncated
at position k.

The average DCG of a list of k items is defined as:

DCG@k ¼ 1
u0

Xu0

u¼1

DCG@kðuÞ:

Similarly, the average NDCG of a list of k items is defined as:

NDCG@k ¼ 1
u0

Xu0

u¼1

NDCG@kðuÞ:

Currently, most RS algorithms have been evaluated and ranked
on their prediction powers, i.e., their capabilities to accurately pre-
dict the user’s choices. However, it is now widely agreed upon that
prediction accuracy is crucial, but insufficient by itself for good
real-world RSs [57,58]. In many applications, people use a RS for
more than an exact anticipation of their tastes. Users may also be
interested in discovering new and diverse items, deviating from
their routine choices. It is also important for a RS to preserve users’
privacy when coming up with good recommendations. The respon-
siveness of a RS is critical if items to be recommended are highly
dynamic, such as news articles. It is hence important to identify
the set of relevant properties that may influence the success of a
RS in a specific application context.

3. Recommender-systems based on feedback-data

Social network information has become available only recently
as to improve recommender systems. Before we outline the various
approaches of using social network information, we briefly review
two main variants in the following: content-based approaches and
collaborative-filtering approaches.

The basic idea of the content-based approach is to use proper-
ties of an item to predict a user’s interest towards it. For instance,
for a book, one may use the author’s name, the genre, keywords
and tags. These properties are then matched to the taste of a target
user.

The key idea of collaborative filtering is to use the feedback
from each individual user. Concerning the user’s feedback, one
may distinguish between explicit feedback (e.g., the user assigns
a rating to an item) and implicit feedback (e.g., the user clicks on
a link, listens to a song, or purchases an item). When data concern-
ing a sufficiently large number of users and their feedback is avail-
able, it can be used to determine similar users (e.g., users who
listened to the same collection of songs); items can then be recom-
mended among similar users: while similar users have a large
overlap in their collections of songs, each user may have listened
to a few additional songs; those additional songs can then be rec-
ommended to the other similar users. Complementary to this idea
of identifying similar users based on the similarity of their past
behaviors, similarity between items can be inferred analogously,
i.e., when they are, say, purchased by the same user (s). This basic
idea underlying collaborative filtering was found to lead to very
accurate recommendations in the literature [6,7,44,47]. Since most
of the existing social recommender systems are CF-based, we focus
on CF-based traditional RSs in this section.

Much work in the literature has focused on using explicit feed-
back data, in particular ratings (e.g. on a scale from one to five
stars) assigned to items (e.g., movies, songs, restaurants). The task
was to predict the rating values of other items rated by a user, and
recommendation accuracy was typically measured in terms of
RMSE or MAE. Following the basic idea underlying the collabora-
tive filtering approach, various kinds of nearest neighbor ap-
proaches have been proposed, which can be categorized into
user-user and item-item neighborhood models and combinations
thereof, e.g., see [6]. One of the most accurate approaches was
found to be matrix factorization [24,5,6,13]. This approach had
been found useful in computer vision [16] and text analysis [15]
before. The most basic approach to matrix factorization is singular
value decomposition, but numerous more sophisticated ap-
proaches have been developed, e.g., [24,5,6,13]. The underlying
idea is to map the users and items into a low-dimensional latent
space, and to determine similarities between users and items in
this latent space. For instance, the matrix of predicted ratingsbR 2 Ru0�i0 may be modeled as follows

bR ¼ rm þ QP>; ð9Þ

with matrices P 2 Ri0�j0 and Q 2 Ru0�j0 , where j0 � i0;u0 determines
the (low) rank (e.g., 50); and rm 2 R is a (global) offset. Q 2 Ru0�j0

essentially represents the latent user profiles, while P 2 Ri0�j0 cap-
tures the latent item profiles. Using gradient descent methods, they
can be determined, for instance, by minimizing the squared error
between the given rating value Ru;i and the value bRu;i predicted by
the model for users u and items i:X

u

X
i

Wu;i � Ru;i � bRu;i

� �2
þ k jjPjj2F þ jjQ jj

2
F

� �
; ð10Þ

where the last term is added to regularize the learned matrices P
and Q as to prevent over-fitting; k > 0 is the regularization param-
eter, and the Frobenius norm is denoted by jj � jjF . There are various
ways of specifying the training weights Wu;i. A simple but effective
choice is

Wu;i ¼
1 if Ru;i observed;
wm otherwise:

�
ð11Þ

When the objective is to optimize RMSE on the observed rat-
ings, then wm ¼ 0. If the objective is to obtain a good ranking of
all items (as measured, e.g., by precision, recall or NDCG), then a
small value wm > 0 is advantageous [9,53], combined with imput-
ing a low value for unobserved Ru;i.

The matrix factorization approach can also be depicted as a
probabilistic graphical model [8], as illustrated in Fig. 1. The rating
value Ru;i is obtained by combining the matrices Q and P. The prior
distributions for the entries in the matrices Q and P are denoted by
rQ and rP; this results in the L2 regularization term in the equation
above, see [8] for details. The prior over the rating values, depicted
by rR, gives rise to the weight wm.



Fig. 1. The BaseMF graphical model.

Table 2
User-User Trust Matrix.

u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6

u1 0.9 0.7
u2 0.8 0.7
u3 0.8
u4 0.2 0.9
u5 0.8
u6 0.6 0.4
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Matrix factorization has also been combined with the neighbor-
hood approach [6]. The conditional restricted Boltzmann machine
[14] is yet another very successful model. Recommendation accu-
racy can be further improved by using an ensemble of different
models, whose predictions get combined in a final blending step.
Various approaches for blending have been developed, e.g. see [4].

Using implicit feedback has received considerably less attention
in the literature. Notable publications in this domain include
[10,12,11], which aim at recommending TV shows to users based
on their past viewing behaviors, such as how much time they spent
on each type of TV programs. As implicit feedback like this is typ-
ically much more abundant than explicit feedback data in practical
applications, RSs based on implicit feedback are typically deployed.
4. Social network as additional RS input

Now we survey how information from social networks can be
adopted by RS algorithms. We assume that users are connected
in an underlying social network, either a general-purpose social
network, such as Facebook [21], or a domain-specific recommen-
dation social network, such as Flixster [23] for movie recommen-
dations and Epinions [18] for a wide range of product
recommendations. We denote the underlying social network as a
directed graph G ¼ ðU; FÞ, where U is the set of users with
jUj ¼ u0, and F is the set of friendship links. The social network
information is represented by a matrix S 2 Ru0�u0 . Each user u has
a set Fþu of direct neighbors that u trusts or follows, and at the
same time, u is trusted/followed by a set F�u of users. The directed
and weighted social relationship of user u with user v (e.g. user u
trusts/knows/follows user v) is represented by a positive value
Su;v 2 ð0;1�. An absent or unobserved social relationship is reflected
by Su;v ¼ sm, where typically sm ¼ 0. The social weight Su;v can be
interpreted as how much user u trusts or knows user v in a social
network. It may be based on explicit feedback of user u concerning
user v (e.g., by voting), or inferred from implicit feedback (e.g., the
degree of interaction/communication). Normally, social trust Su;v is
non-negative. In special cases, it can also take negative values,
Fig. 2. Social Network Graph.
explicitly modeling the two users’ conflicting tastes. Fig. 2 illus-
trates a toy-example of a social network between six users, each
of which has a set of friends. Each directed friendship-link is
weighted by a positive trust value. The social trusts between all
user-pairs are captured by the matrix S illustrated in Table 2. In
this paper, trust network and social network are used interchange-
ably as general terms.
4.1. Social circles for RS

Most existing social RSs mine a social network as a whole. Re-
cently, authors of [52] proposed circle-based recommendations
in online social networks. It is obvious that a user’s social life, being
online or offline, is intrinsically multifaceted. Intuitively, a user
trusts different subsets of friends in different domains. For exam-
ple, in the context of multi-category recommendation, a user u
may trust user v in the Cars category while not trusting v in the
Kids’ TV Show category. Therefore, u should care less about v 0s rat-
ings in the Kids’ TV Show category than in the Cars category. Ide-
ally, if we know a user’s trust circles in different categories, we
probably should only use her trust circles specific to the category
for which we want to predict ratings. Unfortunately, in most exist-
ing multi-category rating data-sets, a user’s social connections are
mixed together from all categories. Even if the circles were explic-
itly known, e.g. Circles in Google+ [22] or Facebook [21], they may
not correspond to particular item categories that a recommender
system may be concerned with.

In [52], the authors proposed a set of algorithms to infer cate-
gory-specific circles of friends, and to infer the trust value on each
link based on users’ rating activities in each category. They infer
the circles of friends from rating (or other feedback) data concern-
ing items that can be divided into different categories (or genres etc.).
The basic idea is that a user may trust each friend only concerning
certain item categories but not regarding others. They divide a so-
cial network S of all trust relationships into several sub-networks
SðcÞ, each of which concerning a single category c of items.

Definition – Inferred Circle: Regarding each category c, a user v
is in the inferred circle of user u, i.e., in the set CðcÞu , if and only if the
following two conditions hold:

� Su;v > 0 in the (original) social network, and
� NðcÞu > 0 and NðcÞv > 0 in the rating data,
where NðcÞu denotes the number of ratings that user u has assigned to
items in category c. Otherwise, user v is not in the circle of u concerning
category c, i.e., v R CðcÞu .

This is illustrated in a toy example in Fig. 3. They further pro-
posed a set of algorithms to construct the trust value SðcÞu;v of user
u to each friend v in her trust circle CðcÞu . When it comes to predict
users’ rating of an item in one category, only a circle that corre-
sponds to this item’s category is used as social network input. Rec-
ommendation methods that use only trust information within a
social circle, instead of the whole social network, are applicable
to all social RS algorithms outlined in the following sections.



Fig. 3. Illustration of inferred circles, each user is labeled with the categories in
which she has ratings. (a): the original social network; (b), (c) and (d): inferred
circles for categories c1; c2 and c3 respectively.
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5. Matrix factorization based social recommendation
approaches

The general idea of matrix factorization (MF) is to model the
user-item interactions with factors representing latent characteris-
tics of the users and items in the system, like the preference class
of users and the category class of items. This model is then trained
using the available data, and later used to predict ratings of users
for new items.

Numerous social matrix-factorization (MF) based RSs have re-
cently been proposed as to improve recommendation accuracy
[45,46,44,47–56]. The common rationale behind all of them is that
a user’s taste is similar to and/or influenced by her trusted friends in
the social network.

In the following subsections, we review some of the existing MF
approaches in the literature that combine rating data with social
network information [45,46,44,47,48]. We also review some of
the nearest-neighborhood based approaches [40,53], which com-
bine the traditional CF neighborhood with social neighborhood.

5.1. Social recommendation (SoRec) model

Social Recommendation (SoRec) was introduced in [45]. The
graphical model of SoRec model is presented in Fig. 4. In SoRec,
trust between users in a social network is integrated into the rec-
ommender systems by factorizing the social trust matrix S. In this
model, the social network matrix S may be slightly modified as fol-
lows [45]:

S�u;v ¼ Su;v

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d�v

dþu þ d�v

s
;

Fig. 4. The SoRec graphical model.
where dþu is the out-degree of user u in the social network (i.e. the
number of users who u follows/trusts), and d�v is the in-degree of
user v in the network (i.e. the number of users who follow/trust
user v). The predicted user-item rating-matrix is obtained from
the model as follows:

bR ¼ rm þ QP>; ð12Þ

with matrices P 2 Ri0�j0 and Q 2 Ru0�j0 , where j0 � i0;u0 is the rank;
and rm 2 R is a (global) offset. In addition to the rating data, also the
social network information is used for training this model. The so-
cial relationships are predicted as follows:

bS� ¼ sm þ QZ>; ð13Þ

where Z 2 Ru0�j0 is a third matrix in this model, besides P and Q.
Note that the matrix Q is shared among the two Eqs. (12) and
(13). Due to this constraint, one can expect Q (i.e., the user profile
Qu for each user u) to reflect information from both user-item rat-
ings and user-user social trust as to achieve accurate predictions
for both. Note that the matrix Z is not needed for predicting rating
values, and hence may be discarded after the matrices P and Q have
been learned. Both (12) and (13) are combined as follows in the
training objective function to optimize RMSE:X
ðu;iÞ obs:

Ru;i � bRu;i

� �2
þ

X
ðu;vÞ obs:

S�u;v � bS�u;v� �2

þ k jjPjj2F þ jjQ jj
2
F þ jjZjj

2
F

� �
; ð14Þ

where jj � jjF denotes the Frobenius norm of the matrices, and k is the
usual regularization parameter. Note that obs. means observed. As
to optimize ranking, the training of this model can be modified as
detailed in paper [53]. Analogous to Eq. (10), the training function
is modified to account for all items (instead of RMSE on the observed
ratings) for an improved top-k hit-ratio on the test data:X
all u

X
all i

Wu;i Ro&i
u;i � bRu;i

� �2
þ
X
all u

X
all v

W ðSÞ
u;v S�u;v � bS�u;v� �2

þ k jjPjj2F þ jjQ jj
2
F þ jjZjj

2
F

� �
: ð15Þ

Ro&i
u;i equals the actual rating value of user u to item i if it is ob-

served in the training data; otherwise the value Ro&i
u;i ¼ rm is im-

puted. The training weights are

Wu;i ¼
1 if Ru;i observed;
wm otherwise:

�
ð16Þ

The term concerning the social network is analogous to the first
term concerning the ratings. In particular, the absent or unob-
served social links are treated analogous to the missing ratings in
AllRank [9], i.e. the value sm with weight wðSÞm is imputed. Like
Wu;i in (16), W ðSÞ

u;v is defined as follows:

W ðSÞ
u;v ¼ c �

1 if S�u;v observed;

wðSÞm otherwise;

(
ð17Þ

where c P 0 determines the weight of the social network informa-
tion compared to the rating data. Obviously, c ¼ 0 corresponds to
the extreme case where the social network is ignored when learn-
ing the matrices P and Q. As c increases, the influence of the social
network increases. The effect is that the user profiles Qu and Qv of
two users u and v become more similar to each other if they are
friends. While only positive social relationships are considered in
the original model [45], we note that this model allows also for neg-
ative values of Su;v , representing distrust among users. This objective
function can be optimized using the popular (stochastic) gradient
descent method.
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In paper [53], this modified training procedure was experimen-
tally found to achieve higher top-k hit-ratios than the (modified)
models outlined in the following sections. This is remarkable, be-
cause this model was found to perform rather poorly regarding
the RMSE metric when compared to the models outlined in the fol-
lowing sections.

5.2. Social trust ensemble (STE) model

Recommendation with the Social Trust Ensemble (STE) was
introduced in [46]. This approach is a linear combination of the ba-
sic matrix factorization approach [8] and a social network based
approach.

The predicted ratings are obtained from a model comprising the
matrices P 2 Ri0�j0 and Qu0�j0 :bRu;i ¼ rm þ aQ uP>i þ ð1� aÞ

X
v2Fþu

Su;vQvP>i ; ð18Þ

where Fþu is the set of user u’s direct friends. The predicted rating
for item i by user u consists of three terms. The first two terms
are the same as in the traditional CF: global offset rm and prediction
based on user u and item i’s latent features. The last term is a
weighted sum of the predicted ratings for item i from all of user
u’s friends. It captures the social influence. The trade-off between
the feedback data (ratings) and the influence from social network
is determined by a 2 ½0;1�. Obviously, the social influence is ignored
for a ¼ 1, while a ¼ 0 assigns the highest possible weight to the so-
cial influence. Intermediate values of a result in a weighted combi-
nation of the information from both sources. The training objective
function to optimize RMSE is as follows:X
ðu;iÞ obs:

Ru;i � bRu;i

� �2
þ k jjPjj2F þ jjQ jj

2
F

� �
: ð19Þ

Eq. (18) can be rewritten using matrix notation:bR ¼ rm þ SaQP>; ð20Þ

where Sa ¼ aI þ ð1� aÞS, and I is the identity matrix. When the
objective is ranking, in [53], the training function was modified as
follows:X
all u

X
all i

Wu;i � Ro&i
u;i � bRu;i

� �2
þ k jjPjj2F þ jjQ jj

2
F

� �
; ð21Þ

where jj � jjF denotes the Frobenius norm. Wu;i and Ro&i
u;i are de-

fined as in the previous section. Again, this training objective
function can be optimized efficiently using stochastic gradient
descent.

5.3. Social MF model

Social Matrix Factorization (SocialMF) was proposed in [44],
and was found to outperform SoRec and STE with respect to
RMSE. The SocialMF model addresses the transitivity of trust
in social networks, as the dependence of a user’s feature vector
on the direct neighbors’ feature vectors can propagate through
the network, making a user’s feature vector dependent on pos-
sibly all users in the network (with decaying weights for more
distant users). Each of the rows of the social network matrix S
is normalized to 1, resulting in the new matrix S� with
S�u;v / Su;v , and

P
vS�u;v ¼ 1 for each user u. The predicted ratings

are obtained from the model, comprising the matrices P 2 Ri0�j0

and Qu0�j0 , as follows:bR ¼ rm þ QP>: ð22Þ

The training objective function to optimize RMSE is as
follows:
X
ðu;iÞ obs:

Ru;i � bRu;i

� �2
þ b
X
all u

jjðQ u �
X
v2Fþu

S�u;vQvÞjj2

þ k jjPjj2F þ jjQ jj
2
F

� �
; ð23Þ

where the second term in the objective function ‘‘forces’’ user u’s la-
tent feature Qu to be similar to the (weighted) average of his/her
friends’ profiles Qv (measured in terms of the square error). The
tradeoff between the feedback data (ratings) and the social network
information is controlled by b P 0. Obviously, the social network
information is ignored for b ¼ 0, while increasing the value of b
shifts the tradeoff more and more towards the social network
information.

When the goal is ranking, in [53], the training function (23) was
modified as follows as to better optimize the top-k hit ratio (in-
stead of RMSE):X
all u

X
all i

Wu;i � Ro&i
u;i � bRu;i

� �2
þ b
X
all u

jjðQu �
X
v2Fþu

S�u;vQvÞjj2

þ k jjPjj2F þ jjQ jj
2
F

� �
: ð24Þ

Also this modified training function can be optimized efficiently
by means of (stochastic) gradient descent.

5.4. Similarity-based social regularization

Authors of [47] proposed social regularization as to incorporate
social network information into the training procedure. They
coined the term Social Regularization to represent the social con-
straints on recommender systems. For example, in the previous
SocialMF model, the social regularization part is

b
X
all u

jjðQ u �
X
v2Fþu

S�u;vQvÞjj2F : ð25Þ

Authors of [47] named Eq. (25) as average-based regulariza-
tion–a user’s latent feature is constrained to be similar to the
weighted average of whom he follows. They further proposed indi-
vidual-based regularization:

b
X
all u

X
v2Fþu

simðu;vÞjjQ u � Qv jj2F ; ð26Þ

where a user’s latent feature is constrained to be similar to his/her
followees, weighted by their similarities. Similarity between users
can be derived by calculating the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
(PCC) or Vector Space Similarity (VSS) of commonly rated items be-
tween them. However, due to data sparsity, the number of com-
monly rated items between friends could be very small or even
zero. To address this problem, authors of [48] improved the predic-
tion accuracy by employing adaptive social similarities in the social
regularization part. They calculate similarity between users based
on their latent features. They demonstrated that latent feature
based similarity function outperforms VSS and PCC similarity met-
ric on Epinions [18] data set.

5.5. Circle-based recommendation

Similarity-based Social Regularization treats different friends
differently. Circle-based recommendation further extends this
idea, as only a subset of friends are taken into account when
performing rating prediction in a specific circle. When applying
circle-based recommendation to the SocialMF [44] model, one
can build a separate MF model for each category. Using rating
data only in category c and trust values in the corresponding cir-
cles CðcÞu , the training objective function to minimize RMSE
becomes:
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LðcÞðRðcÞ;Q ðcÞ; PðcÞ; SðcÞ
�
Þ ¼ 1

2

X
ðu;iÞobs:

RðcÞu;i � bRðcÞu;i

� �2
þ b

2

X
all u

jjðQ ðcÞu

�
X

v
SðcÞ

�

u;v Q ðcÞv Þjj
2

þ k
2
jjPðcÞjj2F þ jjQ

ðcÞjj2F
� �

; ð27Þ

where RðcÞu;i is the real rating of item i in category c; bRðcÞu;i is the pre-
dicted rating for item i:

bRðcÞu;i ¼ rðcÞm þ Q ðcÞu PðcÞi

>
; ð28Þ

where they define the global bias term rðcÞm as the average value of
observed training rating in category c. The summation in Eq. (27)
extends over all observed user-item pairs ðu; iÞ in category c. Note
that this model only captures user and item profiles in category c,
i.e., Q ðcÞ and PðcÞ. PðcÞ 2 RiðcÞ0 �j0 , where iðcÞ0 is the number of items in
category c and Q ðcÞ 2 Ru0�j0 .

As an alternative training objective function, one can also use
rating data from all categories, instead of only the ratings in cate-
gory c. The only difference from Eq. (27) is that the first line is re-
placed by

1
2

X
ðu;iÞobs:

Ru;i � bRu;i

� �2
; ð29Þ

where the summation extends over all observed user-item pairs
ðu; iÞ from all categories. They train a separate model for each cate-
gory c, i.e., Q ðcÞ and PðcÞ, with PðcÞ 2 Ri0�j0 , and Q ðcÞ 2 Ru0�j0 . The differ-
ence from Eq. (28) is to substitute rðcÞm by rm, which is the average
value of all observed ratings in the training set.

6. Neighborhood based social recommendation approaches

Neighborhood based approaches use the stored ratings directly
in the prediction/recommendation. We first review some social
network traversal (SNT) based approaches which traverse the
source-user’s neighborhood in the social network and query the
rating of the target item. Then, we review some of the nearest-
neighborhood based approaches [40,53], which combine the tradi-
tional CF neighborhood with social neighborhood.

6.1. Social network traversal based approaches

Given a social network, some RS algorithms predict a user’s rat-
ing for an item by traversing the user’s neighborhood and querying
the item ratings of her direct and indirect friends. We call them So-
cial Network Traversal (SNT) based approaches.

6.1.1. Trust weighted prediction
Trust has recently been identified as an effective means to uti-

lize social network information as to improve recommendation
accuracy. Empirical studies in [28,29] found a correlation between
trust and user similarity. Various techniques have been proposed
to incorporate trust into CF approaches [26,27,30–37]. For instance,
[30] attempts to address the rating sparsity issue using the trust
relationship. It was shown that even simple binary trust relations
can increase the coverage and thus the number of recommenda-
tions that can be made. [33] investigates the use of trust to better
cluster users, thus improving recommendation accuracy. Typically,
the rating similarity between friends is quantified by a numerical
value, with larger values indicating higher levels of trust. Then rec-
ommendations are calculated for a user as a function of the ratings
and the associated trust values of his friends.

MoleTrust [32] is such a SNT approach. Users are connected in a
trust network, where the trust relationship is explicitly issued by
users. MoleTrust considers all raters up to a maximum-depth given
as input. Maximum-depth is independent of any specific user and
item. Also, to compute the trust value between indirectly con-
nected users u and v in MoleTrust, backward exploration is per-
formed. The trust value from u to v is the aggregation of trust
values between user u and users directly trusting v weighted by
the direct trust values:

Su;v ¼
P

w2F�v Sw;vSu;wP
w2F�v Sw;v

: ð30Þ

Only users within maximum-depth, and which have rated the
target item, are considered. We denote this set by T. The rating pre-
diction for target user u of item i in MoleTrust [32] is calculated as:

bRu;i ¼ Ru þ
P

v2T Su;vðRv;i � RvÞP
v2T Su;v

; ð31Þ

where Su;v is user u0s trust of user v, and Ru is user u0s average rating.
Golbeck designed a trust metric called TidalTrust [27], working

in a breadth-first search fashion. TidalTrust works as follows: First,
the system searches for raters that the source-user knows directly.
If there is no direct connection from the source to any rater, the
system moves one step out to find connections from the source
to raters that are two hops away. This process repeats until a path
is found. The opinions of all raters at that depth are considered.
Second, using TidalTrust, the trust value is calculated for each rater
at the given depth. As to infer the trust value of user u to v, who are
not directly connected, TidalTrust aggregates the trust value from
u’s direct neighbors to v, weighted by the direct trust values from
u to its direct neighbors:

Su;v ¼
P

w2Fþu
Su;wSw;vP

w2Fþu
Su;w

: ð32Þ

Once the raters have been selected, the rating prediction is cal-
culated as the weighted average of all raters’ ratings:

bRu;i ¼
P

v2T Su;vRv;iP
v2T Su;v

; ð33Þ

where T is the set of raters within maximum-depth.

6.1.2. Bayesian inference based prediction
Different from trust-based recommendation, authors of [38]

proposed to use conditional probability distributions to capture
the similarity between friends in social networks. Probability dis-
tributions carry richer information than trust values, and allow
one to employ Bayesian networks to conduct multiple-hop recom-
mendation in online social networks.

In [38], each pair of friends ðu; vÞ measures their rating simi-
larity by a set of conditional distributions pðujvÞ and pðv juÞ, each
of which is one user’s rating distribution given the other user’s
ratings. pðujvÞ is calculated by taking out the commonly rated
items between user u and v, then given user v 0s rating value,
we calculate the rating distribution of user u on the commonly
rated items. When a user wants a recommendation rating for
an item, he sends out a rating query to his direct friends in the
social network. Upon receiving a query for an item, a user returns
its rating if he has rated the item before; otherwise the query is
relayed to her friends. As to avoid loops, a user only responds
to the first query from a requester, and ignores the following que-
ries relayed through other paths. A query will be dropped after a
pre-defined number of hops as to limit the range of query flood-
ing. Fig. 5 depicts the recommendation Bayesian tree that consists
of three types of users: (i) query initiator S at the root, (ii) recom-
menders fLig, who have rated the item and respond to the query
with their ratings. They are leaves in the tree; (iii) intermediate



Fig. 5. Recommendation Propagation Tree as a Bayesian network.
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users fMjg, who forward and aggregate queries and responses be-
tween the initiator and the raters. Specifically, an intermediate
user collects the recommendation information from his children,
aggregates the information according to Bayesian calculation,
and relays the aggregated information to his parent. Finally, given
the structure of the recommendation propagation tree and the
ratings on all leaf users, the querying initiator computes the final
recommendation rating.

6.1.3. Random walk based approaches
Some other social RS algorithms employ random walks in on-

line social networks as to compute recommendation ratings [39–
41]. Authors of [39] proposed the so-called TrustWalker, which
performs a random walk in online social networks as to query a
user’s direct and indirect friends’ ratings for the target item as well
as similar items. Since both ratings from similar users and ratings
of similar items are considered, TrustWalker is a combination of
the trust-based approach and item-item similarity based approach.
Item-item similarity can be calculated using user rating informa-
tion or item content information. Specifically, TrustWalker consists
of two major components: random walk in the trust network and
probabilistic item rating selection on each visited node. During the
random walk, a user’s direct and indirect friends are visited in the
trust network. Whenever a friend is visited, if she has rated the tar-
get item, her rating is logged; if she has not rated the target item,
but has rated an item similar to the target item, her rating is logged
with certain probability. The probability of using a rating of a sim-
ilar item in place of a rating for the target item increases as the
length of random walk increases. This probabilistic item rating
selection aims to avoid going too deep in the network when no
user in a close neighborhood has rated the target item.

They employ the Pearson Correlation Coefficient of ratings ex-
pressed for two items to calculate the similarity value between
them,

corrði; jÞ ¼
P

u2UC
ðRu;i � RuÞ Ru;j � Ru

� �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
u2UC

Ru;i � Ru
� �2P

u2UC
Ru;j � Ru
� �2

q ; ð34Þ

where UC is the set of users who have rated both i and j;Ru;i and Ru;j

are ratings of u assigned to items i and j respectively. Ru is the aver-
age rating issued by user u. Values of the Pearson correlation are in
the range of ½�1;1�. Only items with positive correlation with the
target item are considered. The similarity value is then calculated
as:
simði; jÞ ¼ 1

1þ e�
jUc j

2

� corrði; jÞ; ð35Þ

where jUcj is the number of users who rated both i and j. TrustWalk-
er improves the prediction precision by preferring raters within a
shorter distance and improves the coverage by considering ratings
for similar items in addition to the target item.

The same authors extended TrustWalker to recommend top-k
items for a source user u in [40]. Starting from user u, a random
walk is performed in the trust network. Each random walk stops
at a certain user. Then the items rated highly by that user will be
considered as the recommended items, ordered according to the
ratings expressed by that user. Several random walks are per-
formed to gather more information and compute a more confident
recommendation rating. The estimated rating of each item is the
average of ratings for that item over all sampled raters. At the
end, items with the highest estimated ratings are chosen as top-k
recommended items.

6.2. Nearest neighbor (NN) methods

A NN based algorithm works by identifying the so-called neigh-
bors of a source-user, a prediction of item preferences or a list of
recommended items for him or her can be produced. In CF-based
social RSs, a NN approach combines the traditional CF neighbor-
hood with social neighborhood.

Authors of [40] proposed an approach, namely Trust-CF, to
incorporate social network into Nearest Neighbor (NN) based
top-k recommender systems. In Trust-CF, Breadth First Search
(BFS), starting from a source user u, is performed to traverse the so-
cial network multiple times to obtain a set of trusted neighbors,
namely trusted neighborhood. Meanwhile, it constructs a collabo-
rative filtering (CF) neighborhood, consisting of users who are close
to the source user u in terms of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
(PCC), which is obtained by computing the Pearson Correlation
Coefficient of ratings from two users on their commonly rated
items. The items rated highly by users in either neighborhoods
are considered to be candidates for top-k recommendation.
Trust-CF calculates the predicted rating for a candidate item as
the weighted average of all observed ratings in the two neighbor-
hoods. The weight for a user in the trusted neighborhood is set to
1=dv , where dv is the depth of user v from user u in the trust net-
work. The weight for a user in the CF neighborhood is the Pearson
Correlation Coefficient between this user and the source-user. If an
item has predicted ratings from both neighborhoods, two pre-
dicted ratings are combined using weighted average with weights
proportional to the neighborhood size for this item. Finally, Trust-
CF sorts all the candidate items by their predicted ratings and rec-
ommends the top-k items to the source-user.

Authors of [53] proposed Trust-CF-ULF as to incorporate social
network information into top-k recommender systems. The Trust-
CF-ULF approach is the combination of a user latent feature space
based collaborative filtering approach (CF-ULF) and a social net-
work based approach. CF-ULF uses MF (i.e., AllRank [9]) to obtain
the user latent features. The users are then clustered in the user la-
tent feature space using the Pearson Correlation Coefficient. The k1

users nearest to the source user u are identified. Then they find k2

closest neighbors from the trust neighborhood which are not in the
k1 set. Later on, users in the combined neighborhood vote for their
relevant items. The weight for a user in the trusted neighborhood is
the same as in the Trust-CF approach. The weight for a user in the
CF-ULF neighborhood is the Pearson Correlation Coefficient be-
tween this user and the source-user in the user latent feature
space. Finally, Trust-CF-ULF sorts all the candidate items by their
received voting values, and recommends the top-k items to the
source user.



Table 3
Comparison of matrix factorization based social recommendation approaches for item
rating prediction task.

Representative approaches Prediction

Accuracy Training complexity

SoRec High Oðu0ð�r þ �sÞj0KÞ
STE High Oðu0�r�s2j0KÞ
SocialMF High Oðu0ð�r þ �s2Þj0KÞ
Social Regularization High Oðu0�r�sj0KÞ
CicleRec High Oðu0ð�r þ �sc

2c0Þj0KÞ

Table 4
Comparison of matrix factorization based social recommendation approaches for item
list recommendation task.

Representative approaches Prediction

Accuracy Training complexity

SoRec High Oðu0ð�r þ �sþ j0Þj
2
0KÞ

STE High Oðu0ði0�s2j0 þ �rj2
0 þ j3

0ÞKÞ
SocialMF High Oððu0ð�s2j0 þ �rj2

0 þ j3
0ÞKÞ

Social Regularization N/A N/A
CicleRec N/A N/A
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7. Approach comparison

Now we make a comparison of the surveyed approaches and
provide a high-level summary. The comparison is focused on mod-
el-training complexity and accuracy. For the comparison of train-
ing complexity, we only outline the complexity of model-based
approaches, i.e., MF-based approaches in our paper. Model com-
plexity is the complexity of learning the model parameters during
the training step. We focus on two recommendation tasks here,
one is the item rating prediction task, and the other one is the item
list recommendation task. Model complexity is bound to a specific
optimization method. The optimization method used for the train-
ing rating prediction models is gradient descent. The optimization
method used for training the item list recommendation models is
alternating least squares. The accuracy metric in the rating predic-
tion task is RMSE/MAE and the accuracy in item list recommenda-
tion task is the top-k hit ratio.

First, we compare the MF-based approaches. The comparison of
different MF-based approaches surveyed in this paper is depicted
in Table 3 and Table 4 for the item rating prediction task and the
item list recommendation task separately. In addition to the nota-
tions introduced in Section 3, we introduce some new notations
here. �r is the average number of ratings per user and �s is the aver-
age number of friends per user in the social network. �sc is the aver-
age number of friends per user in a social circle, c0 is the number of
circles in the social network and K is the number of iterations
needed for the training of the model to converge. Among MF-based
approaches, we do not report the complexity and accuracy of Social
Regularization and CircleRec in the recommendation task as there
is no existing work on employing them for the top-k recommenda-
tion task. For model training complexity calculation, readers can
refer to model’s original papers for details.

Then we make a comparison of neighborhood based social rec-
ommendation approaches. In the item rating prediction task, accu-
racies of MoleTrust and TidalTrust are Low, and accuracies of
Bayesian Inference and Random Walk are Medium. In the item list
recommendation task, Trust-CF’s accuracy is Medium and Trust-
CF-ULF’s accuracy is High. Among neighborhood based approaches,
the accuracies of Trust-CF and Trust-CF-ULF in the item rating pre-
diction task are not available. The accuracies of MoleTrust, Tidal-
Trust, Bayesian Inference and Random Walk in the item list
recommendation task are not available.
We can see that, generally, model based approaches perform
well in both item rating prediction and item list recommendation
tasks (if available), while neighborhood based approaches enjoy
the advantage of easy implementation.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a survey of CF-based social recom-
mender systems. We first gave a short overview of the task of rec-
ommender systems and the traditional recommendation
algorithms. We then presented how social network information
can be adopted by recommender systems as additional input for
improved accuracy. We classify CF-based social recommender sys-
tems into two categories: matrix factorization based social recom-
mendation approaches and neighborhood based social
recommendation approaches. Both types of approaches are sur-
veyed and compared.

Current work on social recommender systems has demon-
strated the effectiveness of incorporating social network informa-
tion to improve recommendation accuracy. Given the increasing
popularity of online social networks, new recommendation algo-
rithms will be needed to better mine various kinds of newly avail-
able social information. Most of the surveyed algorithms are
trained and tested offline. One of the next steps will be to test
and improve their performance in real online social networks, with
real-time user experience feedback. Finally, privacy in online social
networks has attracted more and more user awareness. Privacy-
preserving social recommender systems are another interesting
direction for future work.
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